
Chapter One 

When my younger brother’s guidance counselor called and delicately recommended that 

my brother get some psychological counseling, my father the heart surgeon hit the roof.   

“Do you know who chooses Psychiatry as a medical career?” Dad thundered at us from his seat 

sat at the head of the dining room table, turning his head to both sides while he howled, making 

sure he touched each of us with his venom. “…the clowns in Med School who couldn’t cut it, 

that’s who.”  

Thirty years later I was about to meet one and I was hoping like hell Dad was wrong.  

Initially I felt relief after I made the appointment, almost excited at the prospect of getting 

some help; at the very least I’d be able to confide to someone what I’d become afraid of sharing 

with my wife. That would be a load off.  Once I was planted in the office however, the vacuum 

silence of the place left me so alone with my thoughts that my enthusiasm took a nose dive and 

went racing down a slide of failure that bottomed out in loser land.  As adults, all but two of my 

brothers and sisters had been to therapists of one kind or another and I remembered feeling 

lucky, superior even when they’d shared their experiences with me because I’d never felt the 

need. Now here I was… 

The receptionist was beyond her middle years but with a posture that suggested a military 

background. There were several wide streaks of gray in her tightly wrapped brown hair and she 

wore old fashioned metal rimmed glasses attached to a sequined lanyard that draped around her 

pale neck. If she was hoping to capture the appearance of a reference librarian straight from 

central casting then she’d succeeded nicely. I didn’t think she’d been in the insanity business 

long though, her politeness, her movements, all seemed studied, new to her and screamed 



housewife in retirement, a low stress job to occupy her during the day now that the kids were 

gone. She handed me a manila folder with my name on it along with a pen. “Give that to the 

doctor when you go in,” she said.  

My internist’s office was Grand Central compared to this one man show. A cadre of 

doctors and a waiting room so packed with people in varying degrees of distress you have to start 

performing cartwheels to get anyone to notice you. But here, I was the only man on deck. Within 

a minute of sitting and filling out the medical history forms in the folder the receptionist had 

given me I felt her eyes periodically flit my way, her tabloid curiosity getting the better of her. 

“How bonkers is this one,” was lurking underneath all the understanding nods and smiles. I was 

willing to bet she had a code red button under her desk she could press if I got up and started 

raving. Unlike any doctors office I’d ever been in there were no piles of magazines lying about, 

just an unread copy of the Times, still in the blue plastic bag it was delivered in on a side table 

next to my seat. I wondered if I took it out of the bag and started reading it would my actions be 

an indicator of some kind that would be passed on to the psychiatrist…a of sign of aggression 

perhaps? “Be careful with this one Doctor, he has a hair trigger.” 

The whole thing was spooky and I felt a rising urge to bolt from the building. When I got 

home I’d just have to tell Lisa that I couldn’t go through with it, but I was here at her insistence 

and just imagining what her reaction to that news might be was enough to nail me to my seat. I 

let out a loud sigh of surrender and the poor receptionist’s head snapped up like I’d clapped my 

hands. She recovered with a brittle smile. “It won’t be too much longer now,” she said. 

If only I hadn’t yelled in front of the kids like that….If I just could’ve just kept my 

fucking mouth shut… 



This was supposed to be a fun trip. Max and Declan had never been to my family’s 

vacation house on the Cape and Lisa and I hadn’t been down there since we got married. Our 

side of the family only had control of the house for the month of July; the other side had it for 

August, so trying to find a slot for the four of us had been a weeks torture on the phone, what 

with the squabbling that went on with my siblings over the scant availability. I almost balked 

when I learned we had to share our week with my brother Danny along with his wife, two sons 

and their godforsaken dog that barked like the end of the world was at hand every time someone 

set foot through the door, but I was dying to see the old place again. Max and Declan were old 

enough to rough it on cots if need be and secretly I couldn’t wait to stand them up against the 

dining room wainscoting wall and mark their names and heights like my brother and sisters and I 

had done as children and our father before us. Already a half dozen of my nieces and nephews 

had been to the house and made their marks and the way my siblings were breeding, in a few 

more years there’d be so many of the next generation running around I doubted there’d be an 

inch of room on the wall left for any late arrivals. 

I might have written my anxiety off to the excitement of it all or my dark projections 

about a week with the damn dog but I knew better. I’d been getting this way when we took trips 

in the car with the kids for the past couple of years which I had chalked up to a natural tension 

that came with traveling with babies in the car but Max was 7 now and Declan 2, yet I seemed to 

be getting thrown off my axis more with each trip, not less.  

Not able to sleep I had gotten up on the day of our drive at sunrise and decided to run 

through my check list for the car. I’d replaced the wipers earlier in the week and tucked a few 

spare headlight bulbs in the glove compartment but it wouldn’t hurt to double check the fluids 

and air pressure one more time. For good measure I popped the trunk and pulled out the spare 



tire and took inventory of all the tire changing tools by laying them out in the driveway. With 

just me and morning birds up and moving, the brisk rap of knuckles on kitchen window behind 

me shattered the quiet and jolted me upright with a thunk of panic like I’d been caught doing 

something criminal. Lisa was glaring at me out the window, her arms up, hands held out, 

halfway to crucifixion in protest.  

 “We’re going to Cape Cod, not Yellowstone,” her muffled bark coming through the 

glass. She held up a finger asking me to wait. When she reappeared a moment later she pressed a 

Triple A card up to the glass, the scowl on her face driving home her point, her impatience. 

There was a lot going on in that face if I cared to break it down, frustration, anger, 

fatigue, worry, doubt, recrimination, all of it a snap shot of a relationship teetering on the edge.  

Like most marriages, ours had been an agreement, a contract to walk through life together as a 

team, and now, because I’d hobbled myself with alcohol, Lisa was required to stop and wait for 

me to catch up. It had been a couple of months since I’d given up the drink and started hitting the 

meetings but she was miles away from taking that off the table. I’d be negotiating my way 

around that screw up for a long while.  

The root to my anxiety went deeper than traveling though, most of it Lisa didn’t have any 

idea about. The worst of it being a round of panic attacks that, when they came, scared the hell 

out of me. Sometimes coming in the middle of the night, sometimes during the day, I didn’t 

know when it might happen, a random, mild flutter of anxiety would come out of nowhere, then 

grow inside me suddenly expanding in my chest, leaving my lungs struggling to catch a breath, 

my heart pounding wildly and finally my brain going completely numb, unable to hold a single 

thought in my head. These attacks lasted hours and were so terrifying at their peak that I was 

certain I might be losing my mind. Keeping constant surveillance on my anxiety level for fear 



that panic might be taking shape just below the surface was taking its toll, like walking around 

with a hairline fracture in a leg that could snap any minute. If I ended up having to confess this 

new weakness to Lisa, of my twenty four/seven dread of an attack popping up, it might just 

enough for her to call it quits and send me packing. Instead I followed the deliberately moronic 

advice taped to the ceiling of my dentist’s office that I stared at whenever I got my teeth cleaned. 

“MAYBE IT WILL GO AWAY,” it said.  

 

Before we had kids Lisa and I traveled a lot, in the car or by plane or train, we did so with 

a young couple’s embrace of adventure and I looked forward to all of it. We went to Spain and 

yachted across the Mediterranean, honeymooned in Ireland, repeatedly flew to San Francisco to 

visit family and friends and survived a treacherous white water rafting trip to Canada. This 

particular jaunt was so blithely investigated by the friend of Lisa’s who’d urged us to tag along 

with her and her husband that the four of us ended up sharing a chartered bus to Montreal with 

forty insane Bostonian roofers whose social skills were nudged a just notch above Neanderthalic 

only to accommodate the mothering nature of the two hookers they brought along. When I asked 

one of my new three hundred pound, tattooed, leather vested friends what shape the bathroom at 

the rear of the bus was in he cracked the cap of a Jack Daniels fifth, drained a few inches and 

said, “Bring a condom.” (If you can conjure being trapped on a bus for three days with a wild 

pack of whiskey chugging, pot smoking, coke snorting, music blasting the Hell’s Angels you’ve 

nailed it.) We survived all of that quite well and even by Lisa’s account I handled myself with 

aplomb.  

But once the children came along, I found myself anticipating trips in the car with this 

weird dread; a nervous energy taking control and making me whacky, my emotions getting 



chaffed raw days in advance. By travel day my sense of unease became intense, darting back and 

forth over the edges of outright panic punctuated by repeated twangs in my solar-plexus like I’d 

swallowed a submarine and it was sending out sonar pings from my gut, precisely the kind of 

nervous anxiety an actor feels on opening night, waiting for his cue to walk on stage in front of a 

live audience. And it’s not like Lisa and the kids haven’t noticed. For days I’ve been making 

meticulous lists of must-haves for the trip, wardrobe, food, toiletries, and linens and publicized 

my labors with loud breathy sighs growing longer every time I checked an item off.  

Watching a movie the evening before departure, my list and a pen resting at the ready by 

my side, and suddenly I’m up ransacking our CD collection, making a stack of required road trip 

listening. Back in my chair I pretend not to notice Lisa taking a sidelong interest in my knees 

bobbing up and down to some inner tempo, then against my better judgment, I’m up again rifling 

the children’s book case for reading material for the kids in case they get bored in the car. For 

their part the kids are keeping their distance, neither of them has asked me perform my greatest 

joy for days, to lie in their beds at night and read them to sleep. 

I go outside to call Danny who’s already down on the Cape. “We’re leaving the house at 

nine a.m. sharp, sharp, sharp,” I tell him, “we’ll be in Falmouth no later than three.” Even I can 

hear that my voice is breathy and shrill. 

“Are you okay?” my brother asks. 

I hang up and turn my attention to our children, Max and Declan. “Has everyone gone to 

the bathroom? Make sure now. Did you have enough to drink? Eat?  What are you wearing a 

sweatshirt for? It’ll get warm in the car you know. Do you have something to read? What about 

snacks? Gum? Candy? How about one last try in the bathroom?” I regret the brusque edge in my 

voice as I herd the kids towards the back door, but I can’t seem to turn the volume down. The 



poor things scramble ahead of me like frightened ducklings wishing they were mature enough to 

fly.  

Nine a.m. has come and gone and I’m only just loading the kids in the car. How did we 

get so far behind schedule? Still, so far so good. No one’s crying anyway. I’m able to keep the 

semblance of a smile plastered to my face even after Lisa comes out and heaves her purse on the 

floor of the back seat.“I’m going to do a last minute walk through of the house before we leave,” 

she declares, “don’t argue with me” lying underneath her tone like an unlit fuse. My smile drops 

the instant she turns and heads back inside. In my mind I see Lisa re-reading the directions for 

the neighbor kid whose job it is to come in twice a day  while we’re away to feed the cat and 

freshen the litter box. Then she’ll wander through the house from top to bottom making sure all 

lights are off along with the stove and televisions and the air-conditioning. I’m trying as hard as I 

can but somehow the brakes slip off my temper. I make a show of examining my watch in front 

of the kids then announce my prognosis at full volume. “God damn it!” 

It’s going to be in the 90’s by midday but because Lisa won’t tolerate anyone else driving 

but her, I’m stuck in the passenger seat already feeling hot and stuffy and impotent. I’d be just 

fine if she came outside right now, started the damn car and got the air-conditioning going. I 

wipe a finger down the side of my nose, it comes away damp and greasy. Through the 

windshield I see the bees have started their day’s long attack on the chrysanthemum bush that 

sags in the heat next to the garage. I’m still buzzing from the two cups of coffee and three 

cigarettes I’ve smoked that morning but my eyelids are getting heavy anyway, a deadening 

fatigue creeps in. I pull down the vanity mirror and grimace at my slack expression. My hair is 

askew, I look haggard, a sheen of perspiration beads across my forehead and cheeks. A look of 

resignation in cemented in my face, a droll expression reminiscent of a Buster Keaton still-shot 



with an even deeper sadness underneath that reminds of another, newly minted iconic image but 

I can’t quite put my finger on it. Max and Declan sit strapped in their seats, edgy and silent like 

seasoned chain-gangers trying to gauge their jailer’s mood. 

I know that the moment I open my mouth the glue holding my temper together will start 

to come undone, but I can’t help myself. “What the hell is taking her so long?” It’s a rhetorical 

question which I punctuate with an impatient two handed index finger drum roll on the 

dashboard. I’m going for the beat of, “Wipeout,” a syncopation that I knew by heart in high 

school but now I can’t find the rhythm and it just comes out a finger slapping angry rant. 

“It’s okay Dad,” says Max, our sensitive seven year old. He reaches out from behind 

giving me a gentle pat on my shoulder like he’s hushing a cranky infant. 

“It’s not okay.” The words come out in a roar that makes Max flinch his hand back like 

he’d poked a wounded bear. It’s time to send Lisa a message and pound on the horn a bit…it’s a 

grand idea so I do it. I glare at the kitchen door, somehow expecting Lisa to pop out on command 

when suddenly the coffee hits home and now I have to pee. “God damn it.” I get out of the car, 

slamming the door shut, letting the children and anyone in earshot know that Dad has been put 

out. PUT OUT! 

I let the kitchen door bang shut behind me; because it suddenly seems like the smart 

thing, appropriate even, to make certain that Lisa has received the signal that I am PUT OUT. 

On top of the car horn the door slam should definitely get her attention but just in case I stomp 

out some Morse code on my way to the downstairs bathroom. I only close the bathroom door 

behind me to pee if there’s company in the house, but hey, here’s another door that cries out to 

be slammed. PUT OUT I SAY! I flush and then look in the mirror while I run some water into the 

sink. God forbid Lisa doesn’t hear the water running in the sink after I use the toilet. “Tell me 



you washed your hands,” she admonishes me every time I come out of the bathroom like I’m a 

grade-schooler. The powder room mirror tells the same story as the car vanity. Damp hair 

spooling away from temples, eyes red rimmed and squinted making a gaunt, angry grimace of 

my pink, splotched face.  I remember what was funny and familiar about my expression in the 

car. I look like a balding, emaciated version of Nick Nolte’s infamous DUI mug shot. I’d laugh 

out loud except hiding behind Nolte’s haunted look I see my father’s face. 

I hear Lisa’s steps thumping down the stairs and I bump into her as I step out of the 

bathroom. I can tell at a glance that my car honking, door slamming, foot stomping messages 

have been received in full, her face is a neutral mask but her eyes are flashing fire. Giving no 

ground, she shoulders her way past me and holds up a hand: The STOP sign. In earlier years, 

when I behaved like this I got the STOP sign in concert with a verbal warning. “I don’t know 

what you think you’re doing but I wouldn’t take it any further if I were you!” Now, years into it, 

both of us well versed, I just get the hand. 

I gulp air, making a deliberate effort to pull myself together on my way out while Lisa 

makes a pass of the downstairs rooms, but by the time I get back to the car, Declan is straining 

against the straps of her booster seat. She begins to whimper. Lisa has dragged out our departure, 

like she always does, for too damn long and now everyone is unhappy. I AM NOT THE CAUSE 

AND I AM PUT OUT. 

I hear the kitchen door open and the jingle of keys as Lisa turns back to lock it. When she 

rounds the corner and approaches, her mask drooped into a frown; she has steeled herself for the 

well earned thunder I have waiting for her. She gets in, buckles her seat belt, and adjusts the rear 

view, each motion accompanied with an exasperated sigh but she holds her tongue in check. She 

puts the car in reverse.  



“Does everyone have everything?” she asks; but the tension in the car has stolen the kid’s 

breath like smoke and they stay silent. Instead of putting the car in drive Lisa throws it in park 

and gives me the stare. I can’t believe she’s revving up for a confrontation. Can’t she just put the 

car in gear and get on with it? I turn away and stare out the passenger window, torn over which 

path to follow, rage or despair.  

Lisa’s voice that jerks me back into the car. “If you’re going to sulk the whole way down 

to the Cape, I want you to know its fine with me.” 

I muster every ounce of strength not to open my mouth but Lisa’s glare begs a response. 

I’m biting the inside of my cheek so hard I’m close to drawing blood but she holds her look one 

second too long and I snap, letting loose with a scream at the top of my lungs.  

“Son of a bitch, Lisa, could you just drive the fucking car?” 

Lisa’s eyes flash fire; she glances at our two ashen faced children in the back, then turns 

back to me and speaks in a venom filled hush. “Don’t you ever use that kind of voice in front of 

them, ever again.”  

Over my left shoulder I flick my eyes to Declan who’s hiding a tear by turning her 

attention on the frantic antics of a pair of squirrels chasing each other at the base of a giant 

maple, the centerpiece of our circular driveway. Before I can complete my turn I already feel the 

heat from Max’s look warming the back of my head. I try to get away with a quick scan of his 

face but he stops me cold with a conspirator’s secret look, seeming to insist on a silent 

acknowledgment between us that I’ve used that voice on him before; more than once. Then he 

tilts his head at me and smiles, a little boy’s offer of sympathy. 

His tiny gesture guts me emotionally and I sag in defeat.  



“You know what I need, Lisa,” my voice has a weird quaver in it like I might start crying, 

“I just need you to drive.” 

 “I’ll tell you what you need,” Lisa responds under her breath while shoving the 

gear shift into first and edging towards the road… 

I was appalled with every word that came out of her mouth, but I didn’t argue either. 

 

The psychiatrist’s office door opens and a woman comes out, in her forties maybe, 

blotting her cheeks with a hanky. She smiles through her tears at the receptionist, and when she 

spots me she throws out an awkward little wave of sympathy then hurries out the door. I can’t 

tell if her tears are a sign of healing or torment, either way I imagine they’re required. “You can 

go in now,” the receptionist says, overplaying her happiness for me like I’ve just won a prize.  

Dr. Larson was the name my internist had recommended and despite my father’s sage 

advice the fellow in front of me didn’t strike me as second rate. His eyes were bright and sharp, 

his smile warm and genuine. He was an old guy, white haired and clean shaven, judging by the 

liver spots on his hands and temples I pegged him in the neighborhood of seventy at least, and he 

was tall; Abe Lincoln tall. He didn’t stand up to shake my hand when I entered his office; instead 

he leaned forward seeming to unfold like an accordion over his desk in my direction.   

“What brings you here, John?” he asked as I handed him my folder then he receded back 

into his chair. 

“Well Doc,” I clamped my hands between my knees and stared at my feet, wishing like 

hell I was anywhere else, “it seems my internist and my wife both think I might be depressed.”  



Larson ran the tip of a finger over my name on the folder. “Why do you think your 

internist recommended me?” His face glowed with a gentle grin, he had thought of something I 

hadn’t and was laying out bread crumbs for me. 

I had to think about that one for a moment. Dr. Karp, my internist was a Jewish fellow 

who would have had any number of Jewish psychiatrists listed in his rolodex.  

I laughed out loud when I got it. “Because you’re Irish.”  

Larson nodded and grinned. “Catholic Irish,” he said, “and as a general rule,” he 

indicated the two of us with a wagging index finger, “we have our own set of issues. Pretty 

smart, your internist, you have to give him that.”  

“My wife is Jewish,” I nodded, “she doesn’t get me either.” 

Larson shrugged. “She knows you well enough to think you’re not yourself.” An uneasy 

pause hung between us until I accepted my cue, then letting out a loud nasal sigh of surrender I 

began filling him in, about Lisa, the kids, the panic attacks, my fits of anger, ending with a 

description of the anxiety and dread that came over me whenever we went on vacation. As I 

spoke Larson folded his hands across his lap and leaned back in his recliner. It was an Eames 

chair; and I only knew that because my late father-in-law virtually lived in one when he wasn’t 

working. I noticed scuff marks on the finish of his desk on the corner nearest him and was 

betting that at some point in the proceedings he’d plop his feet on the corner. When I came to the 

end of my tale, my throat tightening up as I detailed Lisa, me and the kids in the car, shrouded in 

sadness at the end of our driveway, Larson plucked a fresh note pad from a desk drawer, clicked 

his pen and looked over the rim of his glasses, “Why do you think you get anxious before 

traveling?”  



“Well for one thing I don’t like to wait. Don’t put me in the car and then make me sit 

there for fifteen minutes while you roam around the house doing a final check list. If you tell me 

we’re gonna go, let’s go.” 

“What about your wife’s needs?” 

“What needs?” 

“You do what you need to do to make yourself feel ready to leave the house; she’s just 

doing what she needs to do before she feels ready. That’s all there is to it, right?” 

I looked to the closed door of his office briefly thinking I might use it, but clamped my 

arms across my chest instead. I wasn’t trying to throw Lisa under the bus, but I was assuming, 

hoping even, that she’d share some of the blame. Larson wasn’t buying any of that. 

“Who does all the packing, laundry, putting the kids stuff together, that sort of stuff?” 

“She doesn’t trust me to pack for the kids, thinks I’ll screw it up.” 

“This is on top of her full time job in the city, right?”  

“So this is all my fault, is that it? Is that where you’re going?” 

Larson raised a sudden eyebrow of sharp scrutiny that was anything but passive, there 

was disappointment and rebuke floating between us. “I’m sure you’re very helpful,” he said. He 

paused, tapping his pen on his pad giving me time to press the reset on my attitude. “I tell you 

what,” he started again with a click of his pen, “Why don’t you fill me in a little about your 

childhood. What were your parents like?” 

I smirked to myself at that one and Larson caught it. He cocked his head like a curious 

cat. “Did I say something funny?”  



“My father was a doctor and he used to warn us kids that if we ever went to a 

psychiatrist, the first and last thing we’d hear was that all of our problems were our parent’s 

fault.” 

That got Larson smiling. “It often is,” he said. “You had siblings?” 

 

“Yes, I have seven brothers and sisters.” 

 

Larson looked up wide eyed, his pen hovered above the pad in his lap for a moment then 

he scribbled a furious bit. I don’t know what he was writing but his face read, Jackpot! “Wow,” 

he said. “Eight kids? No kidding.”  

I shrugged. 

 

“Wow,” he repeated and did a bit more note taking. “Did your family travel much when 

you were young?” 

I didn’t have to think much for that one. “We took two trips a year.” 

“Really, where did you go?” 

“When we were very young, before our grandfather died we drove down every year to 

visit him and my father’s sister in White Plains, New York; always on Easter.” 

“Where else,” Larson prodded, encouraging me along with a few quick nods. 

Just thinking about describing my family’s other annual trek kicked up such a dust cloud 

of emotions that I grimaced, feeling a pall come over my mood, as if an unexpected shadow 

passed over me. “Every year of my life till I was in my late teens we went to our family house on 

Cape Cod,” I started, “we drove down there and stayed for the entire month of July.”  

“How nice,” he smiled some more, “what was that like?” 

“We loved it down there. The beach and the fishing and….” 



“Oh, no,” Larson cut me off.  “I don’t mean what was it like on the Cape,” he leaned 

forward in his chair, his face open and expectant, “what was the trip like? All ten of you packed 

in that car. Was that fun too?” 

We stared at each other while I mulled over what he was really asking. Larson tossed his 

notepad on his desk and tucked his pen in his shirt pocket. The arched eyebrow was back but 

there was no rebuke in it now. It was all confidence, a deliberate decoration hoisted above the 

self satisfied smile that was forming underneath. I let out a hiccup of a laugh. He’d cracked the 

code of what was ailing me in less time than it took to put together a grilled cheese sandwich.  

Simultaneously a loud gong went off between my ears and I suddenly saw what was going to be 

required of me; a sight so daunting that for the second time I had to fight the urge to flee from his 

office. This stranger was going to have me shine a bright light under a big dusty rock in my head 

labeled childhood, and he was smiling because he knew - just as it was dawning on me - that 

underneath that rock was a writhing mass of long forgotten things. The rock itself was in a sealed 

box tucked away in the dark recesses of my brain where I stored all thoughts that might bring me 

grief. My most grievous sins were there, kept silent behind a ponderous wall of regret. When I 

last bothered to look, my conscience lay in chains nearby, withered and broken. Most likely there 

were some pleasant memories under that rock but Larson wouldn’t be much interested in those.  

It was the Hateful Things that he wanted to get at, the diseased stuff, and any help he had to offer 

would almost certainly involve forcing me to dig it all up and lay it before him where he could 

rummage through it like a paleontologist gleefully poking through a pile of dirty bones.   

After a quiet minute of blinking at each other, after Larson had seen the penny drop 

behind my eyes, he nodded slightly, his eyes glistening with anticipation, mouth slightly agape, 



his expression reminding me of a parent offering the first taste of a new type of food to a child. If 

his next words were, “Try it, you might like it,” I wouldn’t have been surprised.  

“You want me to tell you about the family trip to the Cape,” I said, “It’s quite a story.” 

“Why not start” he said glancing at his watch. As he fell back into the outstretched arms 

of his recliner a practiced hand reached out and tugged his notepad into his lap. He lifted his feet 

to the scratched corner of his desk. “We have some time left.” 
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